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Journey into the Lost Cause

Do not fail to realize that we [the Daughters] are no accidental thing.

God has brought us into existence for specific purposes.

Lizzie George Henderson, president-general,

 UDC General Convention, Norfolk, Virginia, 1907

In this study of the United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC), its lead-
ership within the Confederate tradition, and the vital role its members
played in shaping the social and political culture of the New South, I
argue that women were longtime leaders in the movement to memorial-
ize the Confederacy, commonly referred to as the “Lost Cause,” and were
active participants in debates over what would constitute a “new” South.
I also argue that the Daughters, as UDC members were known, raised
the stakes of the Lost Cause by making it a movement about vindication,
as well as memorialization. They erected monuments, monitored his-
tory for “truthfulness,” and sought to educate coming generations of
white southerners about an idyllic Old South and a just cause—states’
rights. They did so not simply to pay homage to the Confederate dead.
Rather, UDC members aspired to transform military defeat into a po-
litical and cultural victory, where states’ rights and white supremacy
remained intact. By preserving and transmitting these ideals through
what I call “Confederate culture,” UDC members believed they could
vindicate their Confederate ancestors.

The term Confederate culture is used to describe those ideas and sym-
bols that Lost Cause devotees associated with the former Confederacy.
The images and beliefs are based on a hierarchy of race and class and
often reflect the patrician outlook of Lost Cause leaders. Confederate cul-
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ture, to be sure, is based on the historical memory of its believers and is
often racist. The Old South is idealized as a place where a benevolent
planter class worked in harmony with its faithful and contented labor
force. Within this culture, women remain wedded to their traditionally
prescribed roles. Confederate soldiers are remembered as heroes in
spite of military defeat, because they fought to defend states’ rights.
Consequently, they were also heroes for fighting to sustain white su-
premacy.1

The most visible symbols of Confederate culture are monuments
and flags, both of which were considered important to the edification
of southern youth. After the UDC was founded, the majority of monu-
ments erected to the Confederacy were placed in public settings such as
courthouse lawns or town squares, where, it was reasoned, they could be
observed by children. Likewise, the Daughters successfully placed Con-
federate flags in nearly every white public school in the South. The flags
accompanied portraits of Confederate heroes, particularly Robert E. Lee,
for the purpose of reminding children of just causes like states’ rights
and, correspondingly, the defense of white supremacy. Monuments and
flags were significant in transmitting Confederate ideals to white south-
ern children, because they were vivid symbols of the lessons the Daugh-
ters vehemently believed should be learned.

It can be argued that women founded the Confederate tradition. The
first southerners to engage in activities associated with the Lost Cause
were women, specifically Ladies’ Memorial Associations (LMAs). LMAs
were essential to sustaining the Lost Cause tradition from 1865 to 1890,
even though their work was primarily memorial. Beginning in 1890,
many elite white southern women organized into groups and called
themselves “Daughters of the Confederacy” (DOC). These groups saw
the need to extend their work and influence beyond memorializing the
past and sought ways to preserve Confederate culture for future genera-
tions. Then, on September 10, 1894, the UDC was founded, thus bring-
ing thousands of southern women together in a quest to honor and
vindicate their Confederate ancestors. Significantly, they also sought to
instill in white children a reverence for the political, social, and cultural
traditions of the former Confederacy.2

UDC founders cast a wide net when establishing objectives for the
organization. Those objectives were formally referred to as memorial,
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benevolent, historical, educational, and social. They translated into build-
ing monuments, caring for indigent Confederate veterans and widows,
promoting and publishing pro-southern textbooks, and forming chap-
ters of the Children of the Confederacy. There was a regional consistency
in the types of activities in which the Daughters engaged because the
objectives were dictated by the general organization. Thus, UDC mem-
bers from Virginia to Texas built monuments and published pro-south-
ern histories; the differences essentially boiled down to which local and
state heroes should be memorialized.

The organization’s overarching objective, though not officially stated
in its constitution, was vindication for the Confederate generation. It is
important to understand that vindication motivated the Daughters and
was key to their effectiveness, because the people they sought to vindi-
cate were their parents and grandparents. Their pursuit of this all-impor-
tant goal is critical to understanding the Lost Cause and its impact on the
creation of a “new” South. The enormous success of the UDC in achiev-
ing its goals makes its history a useful lens through which to view issues
of race, class, and gender; women’s political power; the South’s distinc-
tive form of progressivism; sectional reconciliation; and, most impor-
tant, the role of women in the preservation and transmission of Confed-
erate culture. Moreover, the long-term significance of the Lost Cause for
the New South becomes much more obvious.3

This study also seeks to reinterpret the Lost Cause by paying close
attention to the implications of gender. Numerous historians have exam-
ined the Lost Cause, its philosophy, and its social and cultural implica-
tions. Most have focused almost exclusively on the activities of male par-
ticipants. While these historians suggest that women, particularly the
UDC, were important to the Confederate tradition, they have neglected
to fully describe or analyze the role of women in shaping the Lost Cause.
In their failure to fully integrate women’s activity into their studies, histo-
rians have also underestimated the long-term significance of the Lost
Cause for the South. Building on more recent scholarship on women
and the Lost Cause, this study challenges previous assumptions about
what constitutes “leadership” in the Confederate tradition. In fact, an
examination of the history of the Lost Cause and the forms it took makes
it clear that women had long held positions of leadership in commemo-
rating and preserving the southern past.4




